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Europe’s response to Sustainability Challenges – Delivering the 2030 agenda  

Brussels, 20 December 2016 

17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) adopted by the UN on 25 September 2015 to be universally 
achieved before 2030. The EU Commission outlined plans on 22 November 2016, to implement those 
SDGs in the EU’s internal and external policies. This first #EU2030 conference was split in 3 parts: 

1. Addressing Europe’s sustainability challenges: how EU policies can deliver 
The keynote speech showed that, between 2007 and 2013, Europe cut spending on young 
generations vs older ones and EU education results dropped. Not a good start! Followed by a 
gloomy situation with boring presentations on low growth economy and pensions 
unsustainability.  
Financial markets have the power to make companies more sustainable but so far markets are 
too short term according to an “insider”, the chief responsible investment officer of Aviva 
Investments. Investment banks and stock exchanges are more interested in short-term 
volatility than long term vision! This needs to change if EU wants to implement those SGDs. 
In this new sustainable world, “Energy Union” was only mentioned once by the EU 
Commission. Only the UN Environment Head had an inspiring talk about renewable, pollution 
fighting, green capitalism and wildlife protection.  

2. From challenge to opportunity: towards a modern, sustainable, EU economy 
From a high to a low carbon economy, from a linear to a circular economy, EU has a policy, the 
challenge is to implement it fast enough to achieve those 17 SDGs. 
Only one under 30-year old speaker was invited, the CEO and co-founder of OpenClassroms! 
Great talk about what modern technology can bring to both individuals and society. Frontier 
economies and companies are outperforming. But citizens need to see it… 

3. Making it happen, in Europe and in the word 
Started with a recorded video of a retired Belgium civil servant who started his career in 1959 
with impossible to read ppt slides... A very good no-starter! Followed by examples of real 
changes (in Ljubljana). From thinking to discussing to finally acting: after the “2030 agenda” 
communication it is now time to act both at the EU and the local levels to deliver. If not, this 
will remain another failed strategy. 

 
My take away from the conference: be prepared and show sustainable examples 
Bottom-up experiences are fascinating but EU top-down strategy needs to be improved (at least at the 
communication level) and implemented! If EU wants to deliver the “2030 agenda”, it needs to engage 
youth and focus on modern technology. This applies also to energy where business as usual/old 
business model is not possible any longer if the industry wants a future. 
If the gas industry manages to provide and share with the public real life experiences that meet SDGs 
n°7 (Affordable and clean energy), n°12 (Responsible consumption and production) and / or n° 13 
(Climate action) it will gain huge credibility from all stakeholders. Finally, the gas industry needs to be 
prepared and cannot underestimate financial markets power that could, in the future, very fast change 
in favor of sustainable development. Remember unbundling asked by the EU Third Energy Package in 
2007, resisted by the industry until 2015… when financial markets imposed this view (E.ON/Uniper).  
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